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Durham, a quiet green city in North Carolina, witnessed an event that brought 

people together at the residence of  Harvey and Archna. Harvey and Archna, a lovely 

couple invited their friends and family to their home for an inspiring “Inspirit” 

session with Rashmi Aiyappa, the Spiritual Scientist, Inventor of  Aashwasan 

Science™ who is globally recognized as a Social Innovator. The tone for the evening 

was set by a beautiful introductory video of  Rashmi Aiyappa. Outpouring of  inquiry, 

questions and answers, led to an understanding with one self  and one’s world around 

in conversation with Rashmi Aiyappa. The evening was defined by the audience as 

they led the conversation. Participants continued to interact during the break, sharing 

concerns, situations and inquiring about how they could engage with Aashwasan for 

specific challenges they were facing. The ambiance and the experience transformed as 

Rashmi Aiyappa began the Zero Frequency Session. 



Comfortable in the candle-lit serenity, people spent time with themselves. The 

questions and answers continued on a more personal note as the participants sought 

to understand the make-up of  a human being - who we are, why we are here, and 

how Aashwasan is that journey to experience ourselves all over again. Conversations 

continued till late in the night as participants sought to connect to deeper experiences 

and find resolutions to difficult situations of  life and loss. Many opened up and 

shared their personal lives and sought a way forward from where they stood in their 

life. 

As the event came to an end, many left with a resolution to reconnect and take a 

journey into their possibilities by actively seeking answers to problems, potential to 

limitations and purpose to living... The evening culminated into a new beginning  

for many...  

Email: info@aashwasan.com 

Visit Aashwasan: www.aashwasan.com 

Connect with Aashwasan: www.facebook.com/aashwasan 

Subscribe to follow: www.youtube.com/Aashwasan 
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